Awards
Since the Company’s formation in 2002, VIT has been awarded several accolades that acknowledge not only our capability for
technological innovation but also our commitment to our corporate responsibility.
Awards won by VIT include:

Associations
Our commitment to driving up standards of visual verification technology and the surveillance capabilities of our clients has
led VIT to join some of the most widely respected organisations in the UK security industry –




ADS the Aerospace, Defence and Security Association
City of London Crime Prevention Association
The SITC, the security, innovation and technology consortium – a subgroup of ADS

VIT’s Safecontractor status: As a leading health and safety pre-qualification assessment scheme, VIT complies with promoting
higher standards of competence and compliance through the provision of relevant industry specific and tailored health and
safety assessments.

Seeing is Believing …

In association with our partners we
operate fully scalable production
facilities in the South of England.
We are able to meet demanding
large scale manufacturing
requirements.

Overview:

Introduction:

VIT Security Group is a world-class, award-winning
provider of visual verification technology, with 10
years respected trading, dealing with the most
demanding clients and the most exceptional
circumstances.

VIT Security Group delivers a complimentary suite of
visual verification products that have proven success
in serving customer requirements for low-light, long
range, through-fog and for infinite depth of field. Our
surveillance solutions are designed to operate in
challenging environments such as in areas of low
power or no power, and in ultra-low-light conditions –
two of VIT’s many particular competencies.

All of VIT’s technologies and services have been
developed in line with our mission:

“

to reduce and prevent
serious threats to the
security of our clients,
with a view to saving
lives…

..”

We regard it as our duty to provide best-in-class
products and to enhance the user experience
through provision of evidential quality imagery
constantly and consistently.

Our state-of-the-art warehousing
and manufacturing facilities
provide the ideal environment for
high quality production and R&D.

We produce a range of high integrity
evidential quality video cameras. Utilising
unique technologies we specialise in:







Long Range
Ultra Low-Light
Low Visibility/High Contrast
Low Power
Infinite Depth of Field
Surveillance Ancillaries &
Controllers
Digital Video Recorders



VIT’s staff collectively possess a wide range of
expertise in all aspects of operational surveillance and
the available technology. Our team of engineers and
developers boasts expertise in optics, electronics,
surveillance, remote communications and security
monitoring. We are continually innovating and we
retain a dedicated research and development team
who are able to tailor solutions to meet constantly
emerging requirements.
Further to this, VIT offers


Sophisticated design capability with a range of
expertise and services including 3D, CAD and
CAM design specialists, prototyping services
and metal working facilities.



A dedicated control room.



A research and development team able to work
with clients to optimise products, ensuring our
enduring capability to consistently deliver
technically advanced surveillance solutions.



Commitment to designing, engineering and
manufacturing products to the highest
aesthetic and operational tolerances.



Turnkey surveillance solutions including
cameras, DVRs and display equipment.

With technology rapidly developing,
surveillance for safety, security
and protection requires current
expertise. We offer consultancy in
the provision of:





Covert Surveillance Design
Covert Operations
Investigations
Electronic Counter
Measures

Our highly trained installation engineers
offer the complete installation service to
ensure users recognise the fully optimised
operational capability of our surveillance
system:






Survey
Installation & Configuration
Training
Monitoring
Support

